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2 ID ISSUER 

2.1 ABOUT APPLICATION 

According to Commission implementing regulation 2018/574 each Member State shall appoint an 
entity (the ‘ID issuer’) responsible for generating and issuing unique identifiers.  
The tasks of the ID issuer according to Commission implementing regulation are: 

1. issuing unit level unique identifiers, as set in Articles 8 and 9, 
2. issuing aggregated level unique identifiers, as set in Articles 10–13, 
3. registration of economic operators, facilities and machines, as set in Articles 14–19, 
4. establishment of offline flat-files, as set in Articles 20, 
5. security and interoperability of communications and data, as set in Articles 36. 

In order to fulfill those tasks, Graphical User Interface (GUI) as well as exposed interfaces (API), 
where applicable, are provided to economic operators, first retail outlets and Authority. 
This user manual describes the ID Issuer system GUI from the user point of view. 
To find out more about how each of the ID issuer tasks were implemented in the ID Issuer system 
see the corresponding chapters: 

▪ Requests and issuing unit level unique identifiers is described in more details in chapter 
3.4.5.1 List of requests for unit level UIs 

▪ Requests and issuing aggregated level unique identifiers is described in more details in 
chapter 3.4.5.2 List of requests for aggregated level UIs 

▪ Registration as well as correction and de-registration of economic operators is described in 
more details in chapter 3.4.2 List of economic operators 

▪ Registration, correction and de-registration of facilities is described in more details in chapter 
3.4.3 List of facilities 

▪ Registration, correction and de-registration of machines is described in more details in 
chapter 3.4.4 List of manufacturing machines 

2.2 ECONOMIC OPERATOR 

According to definition given in Implementing regulation, Article 2, economic operator means any 
natural or legal person who is involved in the trade of tobacco products, including for export, from the 
manufacturer to the last economic operator before the first retail outlet. 
Request for an economic operator identifier code is described in Article 14 of Implementing 
regulation and according to it economic operators and operators of first retail outlets introducing a 
request pursuant to paragraph 1 shall provide the information listed in point 1.1 of Section 1 of 
Chapter II of Annex II, in the format indicated therein. 
For operators of first retail outlets the obligation to apply for an economic operator identifier code 
may also be discharged by any other registered economic operator. Such registration by the third 
party shall be subject to the consent of the operator of the first retail outlet. The third party shall 
inform the operator of the first retail outlet of the full details of the registration, including the allocated 
economic operator identifier code. 
Economic operators and operators of first retail outlets shall inform the ID issuer of any economic 
operator identifier codes allocated to them by other ID issuers. If not available at the time of 
registration, economic operators shall provide that information at the latest within two working days 
from the receipt of the economic operator identifier codes allocated by another ID issuer. 
Any modification of the information submitted in the initial application form and any cessation of the 
operator activities shall be notified by the relevant operator to the ID issuer without delay. 

2.2.1 TOOLS 

The button Tools on preview screens in GUI allows Export to Excel. This feature allows user to export 

data from the current preview screen to an excel file. Clicking the Export to Excel button will execute 

download of an .xls file. After download is complete, user can open the file and process it further. 
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2.2.2  FILTER 

The filter is used to search for a subset of data from the total data range based on the specified 
criteria either by: 

▪ entering a search term 
▪ selecting from a drop-down list (eg Activity type, Status) 

After the criteria is entered, the user filters the data using the button Filter. To cancel a specific filter, 
it is necessary to click the button Cancel Filter. 

2.2.3 ITEMS OF APPLICATION 

Button Description 

 

Used to minimize the window within the preview 

screen (e.g. filter) 

 

Used to maximalize the window within the preview 

screen (e.g. filter) 

 

Header of the report column of the blue color (click 

the title of the header to arrange the entries 

alphabetically, either ascending or descending) 

 

Header of the report column (Reverse Triangle 

shows that records are sorted from newest to oldest, 

or from Z to A), clicking the header text will change 

the layout 

 

Header of the report column (the triangle shows that 

the records are sorted from oldest to newest, or from 

A to Z), clicking the header text will change the 

arrangement 

 
Checkbox. 

 

Non-editable field. 

 

 

Editable field 

 

 

Selection field, the user selects one of the options 

by clicking on the field. 

 

Red asterisk marks the required form field. 

 

Information message (e.g. about successful record 

saving). 

 

Warning message (e.g. when a required field in the 

form was not filled). 
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Help field - after click or hovering the mouse pointer 

over the letter i, Help is displayed. 
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3 APPLICATION 
3.1 REGISTRATION 

Article 14 of Implementing regulation states that economic operators and operators of first retail 
outlets shall apply for an economic operator identifier code from the ID issuer competent for each 
Member State in which they operate at least one facility. Importers shall apply for an identifier code 
from the ID issuer competent for each Member State on whose market they place their products. 

Economic operators and operators of first retail outlets shall inform the ID issuer of any economic 
operator identifier codes allocated to them by other ID issuers. If not available at the time of 
registration, economic operators shall provide that information at the latest within two working days 
from the receipt of the economic operator identifier codes allocated by another ID issuer. 

Registration of economic operator is obtained by clicking the link published on ID issuer infoportal. 
On the screen “[GUI-15-00-011] Registration of economic operator” user has to fill in all the required 
data and register new economic operator by clicking the Registration button. After confirmation, a 
message about registration is displayed. Once the registration of the economic operator is approved 
or denied by the ID issuer, an email is sent to the email address, that has been filled in the 
registration form. 

Confirmation email contains link (button) “Activate account”, which serves for creation of a user 
account. After clicking this button, user is redirected to the screen “[GUI-15-00-101] Registration of 
user” where he needs to fill in all the required data and click the button “Add”. When the user 
account is successfully created, user is automatically logged in the system and redirected to the 
screen “[GUI-15-00-102] User detail”. After successful creation of user account, the link sent in 
confirmation email will be disabled and will not be usable again. 

Application roles that are automatically assigned to the newly created user are the following: 

• Economic operator – user with this role has read and write access to the whole application 
available for economic operators except for managing the users 

• Economic operator deactivation – user with this role has the rights to de-register an economic 
operator – itself and all economic operators, that were registered by this economic operator 
as a third party registration  

• Economic operator admin – user with this role has the rights to manage the users of the 
economic operator, facilities, itself and all economic operators, that were registered by this 
economic operator as a third party registration 

• Password change – user with this role has the right to reset other users’ passwords, but only 
of those users that belong to the same economic operator as the user with this role 

Confirmation email sent after approving the registration of operator of first retail outlet on behalf of 
another economic operator does not contain any link (button), just the information that the 
registration was approved. That is because the user does not need to create a user account for the 
operator of first retail outlet manually. The user accounts are created automatically for every user 
(with the application role “Economic operator admin”) of the economic operator which registered the 
operator of first retail outlet. 

If the registration of economic operator or operator of first retail outlet is not approved, e-mail with the 
reason for denial is sent. 
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Image 1: Registration of economic operator 

3.2 LOGIN 

Login screen is used for user to login to the application. The user enters login information and clicks 
the Login button. 
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Image 2: Login 

If the user needs to reset the password for any reason before logging in the system, he must click on 
the link “Forgot password?” placed at the bottom of the screen. After clicking the link user is 
redirected to the screen “Forgotten password”. 
 

 

Image 3: Forgotten password 

The user fills in the email address and clicks the “Send” button. After that the system will send an 
email to the email address filled in the form, containing the link to change the password. It is 
necessary to input the new password, fullfiling all security requirements: it must be at least 8 
characters long and it must containing at least one small letter, one capital letter and one number.  
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Contents of “Confirm new password” field must be identical to the password entered in “New 
password” field. 
 

 

 

Image 4: Screen to change the password 

3.3 APPLICATION MENU 

On the left side of the Dashboard user can see the Menu for access to all the processes available. 
Those are: 

• List of economic operators - Here user can see a list of registered EOs as well as requests 

for registration of a new EO. List of EOs can be filtered with the filtering options in the upper 

part of the screen. Also, the displayed list of EOs can be sorted by any column simply by 

clicking the column header. Filtering and sorting is available in tables throughout the 

application. 

• List of facilities - Here user can see a list of facilities EOs have registered, as well as their 

status. 

• List of manufacturing machines - Here user can see a list of machines EOs have 

registered, as well as their status. 

• Requests for unique identifiers contains orders for UIs created by EOs. This menu has two 

submenu items: 

o List of requests for unit level UIs - This screen provides a list of all created 

requests for unit level UIs, detailed information, status of request and possibility to 

check a list of generated UIs for specific requests, when the order is processed. 

o List of requests for aggregated level UIs - This screen provides a list of all created 

requests for aggregated level UIs, detailed information, status of requests and 

possibility to check a list of generated UIs for specific requests, when the order is 

processed. 

• Lookup table - In the Lookup table user is able to search for information about a specific 

product code from the generated UIs. 
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• Counts of UI - Through this screen user is able to search for statistical information about the 

generated UIs. For this purpose, various filtering conditions can be used. Displayed results 

can be customized even more by selecting which columns will be visible. Generated statistics 

can be exported to Excel file for further processing. 

• List of users – Here user can see a list of registered users and their information. 

• Logout - User is logged out from application. 

 

 

Image 5: Application menu 

Menu items displayed for a user depend on user’s access rights, so two different users can see 
different menu items when logged in the application.  

3.4 APPLICATION SCREEN 

3.4.1 DASHBOARD 

After correct credentials are input and button Login is clicked, application’s Dashboard is displayed. 
“[GUI-15-00-000] Dashboard” screen contains predefined statistics and newest orders for UIs 
created by economic operators (EO), for fast and easy preview. 
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Image 6: Dashboard 

3.4.2 LIST OF ECONOMIC OPERATORS 

Economic operator is any natural or legal person who is involved in the trade of tobacco products, 
including for export, from the manufacturer to the last economic operator before the first retail outlet. 
 
Here user can see a list of registered EOs as well as approve or decline requests for registration of 

new EO. List of EOs can be filtered with the filtering options in the upper part of the screen. Also, the 

displayed list of EOs can be sorted by any column simply by clicking on the column header. Filtering 

and sorting is available in tables throughout the application. 
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Image 7: List of Economic operator 

3.4.2.1 Registration of economic operator 

There are several steps in process of EO registration, as shown in the picture bellow. 
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Image 8: Registration of economic operator 

EO fills out the request for registration through GUI and submits it to ID issuer. Registration of 
economic operator is obtained by clicking the link published on ID issuer info portal, as explained in 
chapter 3.1 Registration. Additional registrations of retail outlets (third party registrations) is 
accessible through button Add on the screen “[GUI-15-00-010] List of economic operators”. This 
process is described in more details in chapter 3.4.2.1.1 Third party registration of retail outlet. 
On the screen “[GUI-15-00-011] Registration of economic operator” user has to fill in all the required 
data.  
 

 

Image 9: Registration of economic operator 

Economic operators and operators of first retail outlets introducing a request pursuant to paragraph 1 
of Implementing regulation 2018/574 (IR) shall provide the information listed in point 1.1 of Section 1 
of Chapter II of Annex II of IR, in the format indicated therein. Required information is clearly marked 
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in the form filled out by EO and can depend on value filled in other fields of the request. In the 
request for registration of EOs following fields are required to be filled: 

▪ The economic operator requests for allocation of an identifier by this ID Issuer: Yes/No 
- if answer to “The economic operator requests for allocation of an identifier by this ID 

Issuer” is No, it is mandatory to fill in the field “Economic operator identifier codes 
allocated by other ID Issuers” 

▪ If answer to “Indication if the economic operator has been allocated an identifier by another 
ID Issuer” is Yes, it is mandatory to fill in the field “Economic operator identifier codes 
allocated by other ID Issuers” 

▪ Economic operator's registered name 
▪ Economic operator's address – street name, house number, postal code, city 
▪ Economic operator's country of registration 
▪ Economic operator's email address; used to inform about registration process, incl. 

subsequent changes and other required correspondence 
▪ If answer to “Indication of the VAT registration status” is Yes, it is mandatory to fill in the field 

“Economic operator's VAT number” 
▪ If answer to “Indication of the VAT registration status” is No, it is mandatory to fill in the field 

“Economic operator's tax registration number” 
▪ Indication if the economic operator has an excise number issued by the competent authority 

for the purpose of identification of persons/premises: Yes/No 
- if answer to “Indication if the economic operator has an excise number issued by the 

competent authority for the purpose of identification of persons/premises” is Yes, it is 
mandatory to fill in the field “Economic operator's excise number issued by the 
competent authority for the purpose of identification of persons/premises” 

▪ If registration is done on behalf of a retail outlet operator not otherwise involved in the 
tobacco trade, it is mandatory to fill in the field “Identifier of the economic operator that acts 
on behalf of a retail outlet operator not otherwise involved in the tobacco trade”. It is by 
default filled in with economic operator identifier code of logged user, but it can be changed. 

To send the request for registration of new economic operator user clicks the button Register. After 
it was sent successfully, a confirmation message is displayed. 
ID issuer stores the request and validates the information enclosed. If request is declined, 
information about it is sent to EO and the process is finished. 
If the request is approved, EO identifier code is generated and request result with EO ID and 
confirmation code is sent to EO. 
Within the information received by EO is a link for creation of an account to access ID issuer system.  
After user account is created, EO will inform ID issuer if it intends to submit requests for UIs and thus 
needs to sign a contract with ID issuer. If contract is not needed, EO is registered in the system and 
the process is done. 
If contract is needed and EO informed ID issuer about that, ID issuer sends contract for signature to 
EO. 
After contract is signed and returned to ID issuer, generation of UIs is enabled in the system for that 
EO, account information is updated and EO is informed about it. 
The structure of generated Economic operator identifier code corresponds to the requirements laid 
down in Article 15 (1).  
In the first position is our ID Issuer Identifier according to ISO/IEC 15459-2:2015.5, which is 5 
characters long “QCALL” code. 
In the second position is an alphanumeric sequence unique within our code pool. 

3.4.2.1.1 Third party registration of retail outlet  

For operators of first retail outlets the obligation to apply for an economic operator identifier code 
may also be discharged by any other registered economic operator. Such registration by the third 
party shall be subject to the consent of the operator of the first retail outlet. The third party shall 
inform the operator of the first retail outlet of the full details of the registration, including the allocated 
economic operator identifier code. 
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This process is a little simpler than the above described one, as shown in the picture bellow. 

 

Image 10: Registration of first retail outlet 

 
EO fills out the request for registration of first retail outlet through GUI/API and submits it to ID 
issuer. Economic operators and operators of first retail outlets introducing a request pursuant to 
paragraph 1 of Implementing regulation (IR) shall provide the information listed in point 1.1 of 
Section 1 of Chapter II of Annex II of IR, in the format indicated therein. 
ID issuer stores the request and validates the information enclosed. If request is declined, 
information about it sent to EO and the process is finished. 
If the request is approved, EO identifier code is generated, user groups with roles for EO are created 
in the system and request result with EO ID and user groups is sent to EO. 
After registration confirmation is received by EO, it should inform first retail outlet about the 
registration, EO ID and user credentials for access to ID issuer system. 
The structure of generated Economic operator identifier code corresponds to the requirements laid 
down in Article 15 (1).  
In the first position is our ID Issuer Identifier according to ISO/IEC 15459-2:2015.5, which is 5 
characters long “QCALL” code. 
In the second position is an alphanumeric sequence unique within our code pool. 

3.4.2.2 Detail of economic operator 

The detail of the economic operator is obtained by clicking the Detail button in the option column of 
the selected entity on the screen “[GUI-15-00-010] List of economic operator”. The screen “[GUI-15-
00-012] Detail of economic operator” displays detailed information about the economic operator. The 
user can approve, cancel, reject, or set ID generation change in detail. 
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Image 11:Detail of economic operator 

3.4.2.3 Correction of information concerning the economic operator 

According to Article 14(5) of Implementing Regulation 2018/574, any modification of the information 
submitted in the initial application form and any cessation of the operator activities shall be notified 
by the relevant operator to the ID issuer without delay.  
The user can correct information through application by clicking Correct on the screen „[GUI-15-00-
010] List of economic operators” or on the screen “[GUI-15-00-012] Detail of economic operator”. 
User needs to confirm the corrected information by clicking the button Correct on the screen "[GUI-
15-00-013] Correction of information concerning the economic operator“. 
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Image 12: Correction of information concerning the economic operator 

After the confirmation of changes done by user, ID Issuer system will update its registry of economic 
operators. 

3.4.2.4 De-registration of economic operator 

According to Article 14(5) of Implementing Regulation, any modification of the information submitted 
in the initial application form and any cessation of the operator activities shall be notified by the 
relevant operator to the ID issuer without delay. 
Status of economic operator must be New or Approved. The user will de-register the economic 
operator by clicking the De-registration button on the screen “[GUI-15-00-010] List of economic 
operators” or on screen “[GUI-15-00-012] Detail of economic operator”. User needs to confirm the 
correction of the changed data by clicking the De-registration button on the screen „[GUI-15-00-
014] De-registration of economic operator“. 
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Image 13: De-registration of economic operator 

After the confirmation of de-registration done by user, ID Issuer system will update its registry of 
economic operators. 

3.4.2.5 Integration configuration for an economic operator 

For economic operator to be able to use APIs (exposed interfaces) for communication with ID Issuer 
system (system-to-system communication) it is neccessary to get client ID and client secret. To get 
them, user has to: 

▪ be registered in the ID Issuer system 
▪ have the role „Economic operator admin“  
▪ configure the system integration in the ID Issuer web application on the configuration screen 

“[GUI-15-00-017] System integration configuration”. 

The screen “[GUI-15-00-017] System integration configuration” is opened by clicking the item “List of 
economic operators” on the menu and then button “Detail” for selected economic operator and 
clicking the button “Integration configuration”. 
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Image 14: Integration configuration for an economic operator 

The client ID and Client secret are automatically filled in the last two form fields “Client ID of 
economic operator generated by ID Issuer's OAuth2 authorization server” and “Client secret of 
economic operator generated by ID Issuer's OAuth2 authorization server”. The values filled in these 
fields are not saved in the database until the “Confirm configuration settings” button is clicked. 
 
When calling the APIs secured with the OAuth 2, gained access token must be sent in every request 
header. Each request header must contain: 

▪ X-OriginalHash 
▪ Content-Type – application/json 
▪ Authorization - <<access_token>> 

The salt string is generated by Id Issuer system, but economic operator (user with the application 
role “Economic operator admin”) is able to change the string if it’s needed. The value of the salt can 
be any random string consisting of minimum 10 and maximum 200 characters. 
The way of obtaining the salt string is the same as it was with the client ID and client secret: 

▪ Get to the integration configuration screen - GUI-15-00-017 System integration configuration 
as described above 
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▪ The salt string is automatically filled in form field called “X-OriginalHash salt”. The value filled 
in this field is not saved in the database until the “Confirm configuration settings” button is 
clicked. 

3.4.3 LIST OF FACILITIES 

According to definition given in Implementing regulation, Article 2, facility is any location, building or 
vending machine where tobacco products are manufactured, stored or placed on the market.  
Request for a facility identifier code is described in Article 16 of Implementing regulation and 
according to it all facilities from manufacturing to the first retail outlet shall be identified by a code 
(‘facility identifier code’) generated by the ID issuer competent for the territory in which the facility is 
located. 
The obligation to apply for a facility identifier code related to manufacturing facilities located outside 
the Union shall lie with the importer established inside the Union. The importer shall apply to any ID 
issuer appointed by a Member State on whose market they place their products. The registration by 
the importer shall be subject to the consent of the entity responsible for the third country 
manufacturing facility. The importer shall inform the economic operator responsible for the third 
country manufacturing facility about the full details of registration, including the allocated facility 
identifier code. 
Any modification of the information submitted in the initial application form and any facility closure 
shall be notified by the economic operator to the ID issuer without delay. 
 

 

Image 15: List of facilities 

3.4.3.1 Registration of facility 

Registration of facility is obtained by clicking the Add button on the screen “[GUI-15-00-020] List of 
facilities”. On the screen “[GUI-15-00-021] Registration of facility “ user has to fill in all the required 
data. Required fields as listed in point 1.4 of Section 1 of Chapter II of Annex II of IR, in the format 
indicated therein. are: 

▪ Economic operator identifier code – system field 
▪ Facility's address – street name, house number, postal code and city 
▪ Facility's country 
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▪ If answer to “Type of facility” is “Other”, it is mandatory to fill in the field “Description of other 
facility type” 

▪ Indication if a part of the facility has a bonded warehouse status 
▪ Indication if the facility has an excise number issued by the competent authority for the 

purpose of identification of persons/premises 
▪ if answer to “Indication if the facility has an excise number issued by the competent authority 

for the purpose of identification of persons/premises” is Yes, it is mandatory to fill in the field 

“Facility's excise number issued by the competent authority for the purpose of identification of 

persons/premises” 

▪ Indication if the facility has been allocated an identifier by another ID Issuer 
- if answer to “Indication if the facility has been allocated an identifier by another ID Issuer” 

is Yes, it is mandatory to fill in the field “Facility identifier codes allocated by other ID 
Issuers” 

▪ Indication if the registration is made on behalf of a retail outlet operator not otherwise 
involved in the tobacco trade 
- if answer to “Indication if the registration is made on behalf of a retail outlet operator not 

otherwise involved in the tobacco trade” is Yes, it is mandatory to fill in the field “Identifier 
of the economic operator that acts on behalf of a retail outlet operator not otherwise 
involved in the tobacco trade” 

 

Image 16: Registration of facility 

After filling out all required fields, the new facility is registered by clicking the Add button. After 
successful confirmation a message about approval is displayed. 
The structure of generated Facility identifier code corresponds to the requirements laid down in 
Article 17 (1).  
In the first position is our ID Issuer Identifier according to ISO/IEC 15459-2:2015.5, which is 5 
characters long “QCALL” code. 
In the second position is an alphanumeric sequence unique within our code pool. 
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Similar to registration of first retail outlet by another economic operator, facility of first retail outlet can 
be registered by third party, with one significant difference. Request for economic operator identifier 
code for first retail outlet is created by logging in the system as that third party economic operator. 
Contrary to this, to register the facility for first retail outlet third party must log out of the system and 
log in as that retailer to create the request. 

3.4.3.2 Detail of facility 

The facility detail is obtained by clicking the Detail button in the option column of the selected entity 
on the screen “[GUI-15-00-020] List of facilities”. The screen “[GUI-15-00-022] Detail of facility” 
displays detailed information about the facility. The user can de-register the facility with status New 
on detail screen. 
 
 

 

Image 17: Detail of facility 

3.4.3.3 Correction of information concerning the facility 

According to Article 16(5) of Implementing Regulation, any modification of the information submitted 
in the initial application form and any facility closure shall be notified by the economic operator to the 
ID issuer without delay. 
The user can correct information by clicking Correct on the screen “[GUI-15-00-020] List of facilities” 
or on the screen “[GUI-15-00-022] Detail of facility”. Corrected information needs to be confirmed by 
clicking the Correct button on the screen [GUI-15-00-023] Correction of information concerning the 
facility“. 
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Image 18: Correction of information concerning the facility 

After the confirmation of changes done by user, ID Issuer system will update its registry of facilities. 

3.4.3.4 De-registration of facility 

According to Article 16(5) of Implementing Regulation, any modification of the information submitted 
in the initial application form and any facility closure shall be notified by the economic operator to the 
ID issuer without delay. 
Status of facility must be New.The user will correct the information for the facility by clicking the De-
registration button on the screen “GUI-15-00-020] List of facilities” or on screen “[GUI-15-00-022] 
Detail of facility”. Correction of the changed data is confirmed by clicking the De-registration button 
on the screen „[GUI-15-00-024] De-registration of facility“. 
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Image 19: De-registration of facility 

After the confirmation of de-registration done by user, ID Issuer system will update its registry of 
facilities. 

3.4.4 LIST OF MANUFACTURING MACHINES 

According to definition given in Implementing regulation, Article 2, machine is the equipment used for 
the manufacture of tobacco products which is integral to the manufacturing process.    
Request for a machine identifier code is described in Article 18 of Implementing regulation and 
according to it each machine shall be identified by a code (‘machine identifier code’) generated by 
the ID issuer competent for the territory in which the machine is located. 
The obligation to apply for a machine identifier code related to machines located in manufacturing 
facilities outside the Union shall lie with the importer established inside the Union. The importer shall 
apply to any ID issuer appointed by a Member State on whose market they place their products. The 
registration by the importer shall be subject to the consent of the entity responsible for the third 
country manufacturing facility. The importer shall inform the economic operator responsible for the 
third country manufacturing facility as to the full details of the registration, including the allocated 
machine identifier code. 
Any modification of the information submitted in the initial application form and any decommissioning 
of the registered machines shall be notified by the manufacturer or the importer to the ID issuer 
without delay. 
 

  

Image 20: List of manufacturing machines 
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3.4.4.1 Registration of manufacturing machine 

Registration of manufacturing machine is obtained by clicking the Add button on the screen “[GUI-
15-00-030] List of manufacturing machines”. On the screen “[GUI-15-00-031] Registration of 
manufacturing machine“ user has to fill in all the required data. Required fields as listed in point 1.7 
of Section 1 of Chapter II of Annex II of IR, in the format indicated therein are: 

▪ Economic operator identifier code – system field 
▪ Facility identifier code 
▪ Machine producer 
▪ Machine model 
▪ Machine serial number 
▪ Maximum capacity over 24-hour production cycle expressed in unit packets 

 
 

 

Image 21: Registration of manufacturing machine 

After filling out all required fields, the new manufacturing machine is registered by clicking the Add 
button. After successful confirmation a message about approval is displayed. 
The structure of generated Facility identifier code corresponds to the requirements laid down in 
Article 19 (1).  
In the first position is our ID Issuer Identifier according to ISO/IEC 15459-2:2015.5, which is 5 
characters long “QCALL” code. 
In the second position is an alphanumeric sequence unique within our code pool. 

3.4.4.2 Detail of information concerning the manufacturing machine 

Manufacturing machine’s detail is obtained by clicking the Detail button in the option column of the 
selected entity on the screen “[GUI-15-00-030] List of manufacturing machines”. The screen “[GUI-
15-00-032] Detail of information concerning the manufacturing machine” displays detailed 
information about the manufacturing machine. The user can de-register the manufacturing machine 
with status New on detail screen. 
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Image 22: Detail of manufacturing machine 

3.4.4.3 Correction of information concerning the manufacturing machine 

According to Article 18(4) of Implementing Regulation, any modification of the information submitted 
in the initial application form and any decommissioning of the registered machines shall be notified 
by the manufacturer or the importer to the ID issuer without delay. 
The user can correct information by clicking Correct on the screen “[GUI-15-00-030] List of 
manufacturing machines” or on the screen “[GUI-15-00-032] Detail of information concerning the 
manufacturing machine”. User needs to confirm the corrected information by clicking the Correct 
button on the screen „[GUI-15-00-033] Correction of information concerning the manufacturing 
machine“. 

 

Image 23: Correction of information concerning the manufacturing machine 

After the confirmation of changes done by user, ID Issuer system will update its registry of machines. 

3.4.4.4 De-registration of manufacturing machine 

According to Article 18(4) of Implementing Regulation, any modification of the information submitted 
in the initial application form and any decommissioning of the registered machines shall be notified 
by the manufacturer or the importer to the ID issuer without delay. 
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Status of manufacturing machine must be New.The user will de-register the manufacturing machine 
by clicking the De-registration button on the screen ““[GUI-15-00-030] List of manufacturing 
machines” or on screen “[GUI-15-00-032] Detail of information concerning the manufacturing 
machine”. De-registration needs to be confirmed by clicking the De-registration button on the 
screen „[GUI-15-00-034] De-registration of manufacturing machine“. 
 

 

Image 24: De-registration of manufacturing machine 

After the confirmation of changes done by user, ID Issuer system will update its registry of machines. 

3.4.5 REQUESTS FOR UNIQUE IDENTIFIERS 

By selecting this option in the menu, list of submenu items is displayed: 

• List of requests for unit level UIs 

• List of requests for aggregated level UIs 

Validity of unique identifiers and deactivation is described in Article 5 of Implementing regulation. 
Unique identifiers generated by ID issuers may be used to mark unit packets or aggregated 
packaging, as provided for by Articles 6 and 10, within a maximum period of six months from the 
date of receipt of the unique identifiers by the economic operator. After this time period unique 
identifiers shall become invalid and economic operators shall ensure that they are not used to mark 
unit packets or aggregated packaging. 
The repositories system shall ensure that the unique identifiers that have not been used within the 
six months period shall be automatically deactivated. 
At any time, manufacturers and importers may obtain the deactivation of unique identifiers by 
transmitting a deactivation request to the relevant primary repository. Other economic operators may 
obtain the deactivation of the unique identifiers by transmitting a deactivation request via the router. 
The deactivation request shall be introduced electronically. 

3.4.5.1 List of requests for unit level UIs 

Article 6 of Implementing regulation describes marking by means of unit level UIs. Manufacturers 
and importers shall mark each unit packet manufactured or imported in the Union with a unique 
identifier. 
In the case of tobacco products that are manufactured outside the Union, the unit level unique 
identifier shall be applied on the unit packet before the tobacco product is imported in the Union. 
 
By selecting this option in the menu, screen “List of requests for unit level UIs” is opened. On this 
screen, User user can see a list of requests for the issuance of unique identifiers at unit packet level, 
their details and download the generated unique identifiers for processed requests.  
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Image 25: List of requests for unit level UIs 

3.4.5.1.1 Structure and format of unit level UIs 

The length of the unit level UI code is 26 characters including time stamp (without time stamp the 
length of unit level UI is 18 characters). 
Structure of unit level UIs corresponds to structure laid down in Article 8(1) of Implementing 
regulation and it is shown in the image below. 

 

Image 26: Structure of unit level UIs 

In the first position is our ID Issuer Identifier according to ISO/IEC 15459-2:2015.5, which is 5 
characters long “QCALL” code. 
In the second position is serial number. It is made up of nine characters, including numbers, 
lowercase letters and capital letters. The algorithm for generating serial numbers guarantees 
uniqueness of each number and difficulty to predict it with the required probability. There are two 
separate sequences, one for unit level UI and one for aggregated level UI. 
Product code is in the third position. Each product code is made up of four characters consisting of 
numbers, lowercase letters and capital letters. Compression is used for information about products 
for unit level UI. Each unique combination of attributes according to Article 8 (1c) has an assigned 
product code which can be used for looking up information in a flat file. Proposed solution uses one 
lookup table to search for the required information based on the product code. 
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Time stamp is in the last position and it is added by economic operator. 

3.4.5.1.2 Request for unit level UIs 

Request for unit level UIs is created by clicking the button Add on the screen “[GUI-15-00-040] List 
of requests for unit level UIs“. On the screen „[GUI-15-00-041] Request for unit level UIs“ that opens 
user fills in all required fields. 
Priority and format of the fields is set according to Implementing regulation, point 2.1 of Section 2 of 
Chapter II of Annex II. In application, required fields are marked with red asterisk but also depend on 
values user fills in the request. For example, when the form is first opened, required fields are: 

- Facility identifier code, 
- Indication if the production process involves machinery, 
- Type of tobacco product, 
- Brand of tobacco product, 
- Average gross weight of unit packet, including packaging, in grams with 0.1 gram accuracy, 
- Intended country of retail sale, 
- The identification number of the product used in the EUCEG system, 
- Tobacco product number used in the EU-CEG system, 
- Indication if the product is intended to be moved across country boarders with terrestrial 

transport, 
- Indication if the product is imported into the EU, 
- Requested quantity of unit packet level UIs. 

If however, answer to „Indication if the production process involves machinery“ is „Yes“ user is 
required to fill in the field: 

- Machine identifier code. 

If answer to „Type of tobacco product“ is „Other“ user is required to fill in the field: 

- Description of other type of tobacco product. 

If answer to „Brand of tobacco product“ is „Other“ user is required to fill in the field: 

- Other brand of tobacco product. 

If answer to „Indication if the product is intended to be moved across country boarders with terrestrial 
transport“ is „Yes“ user is required to fill in the field: 

- The first country of terrestrial transport after the product leaves the Member State of 
manufacturing or the Member State of importation. 
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Image 27: Request for unit level UIs 

 
When all required fields are filled in, button Add is clicked to save the request for UIs. After request 
was saved, confirmation message about it is displayed on the screen. 
According to Article 9(5), within one working day, manufacturers and importers may cancel a request 
for unit level UIs by means of a recall message (more details in chapter 3.4.5.1.4 Message recall). 
After this period and according to Article 9(3) within two working days from the receipt of the request 
the ID issuer shall in this specific order: generate the codes, transmit the codes via the router to the 
primary repository of the requesting manufacturer or importer and finally electronically transmit the 
codes to the requesting manufacturer or importer. 
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3.4.5.1.3 Detail of request for unit level UIs 

The detail of request for the UIs at unit level is displayed by clicking the Detail button in the Options 
column of the selected entity on the screen “[GUI-15-00-040] List of requests for unit level UIs”. The 
screen “[GUI-15-00-042] Detail of request for unit level UIs” displays detailed information about the 
request for the UIs at unit level. Based on the status of request, user can recall the request (within 
one working day of request submission, according to Article 9 of Implementing regulation), download 
generated UIs or create a copy of the request for unit level UIs. For each of these actions there is a 
corresponding button at the bottom of the detail screen. These actions are described in following 
chapters. 

 

Image 28: Detail of request for unit level UIs 
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3.4.5.1.4 Message recall 

Mesage recall is executed by clicking the button Recall on the screen “[GUI-15-00-040] List of 
requests for unit level UIs” or on the screen „[GUI-15-00-042] Detail of request for unit level UIs“. On 
the screen „[GUI-15-00-044] Recall message“ that opens user can confirm the recall of message by 
clicking the button Recall. After message was successfully recalled, confirmation message is 
displayed on the screen.  
 

 

Image 29: Recall message 

According to Article 9(5), a request for unit level UIs may be cancelled by means of a recall message 
within one working day. 

3.4.5.1.5 Copy of request for unit level UIs 

If a user needs to create identical/similar requests for unit level UIs repeatedly, copying previously 
created request might be quicker and easier way to do it. Copy of request is created by clicking the 
button Create copy on the screen “[GUI-15-00-040] List of requests for unit level UIs“ or on the 
screen „„[GUI-15-00-042] Detail of request for unit level UIs“. The screen  „[GUI-15-00-041] Request 
for unit level UIs“ that opens already contains filled out request for unit level UIs based on copied 
request. User can change any of the values in fields if needed and click the button Add to save the 
request for UIs. After request was saved, confirmation message about copy creation is displayed on 
the screen. 
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Image 30: Copy of request for the unit level UIs 

After the copy of request is created, subsequent processing is the same as for newly created 
requests. 

3.4.5.1.6 Download request for unit level UIs 

After request for the issuance of unique identifiers at unit level has been processed and UIs were 
generated and successfully sent to secondary repository, button Download for that request on 
screen “[GUI-15-00-040] List of requests for unit level UIs” or on the screen „[GUI-15-00-042] Detail 
of request for unit level UIs“ will appear. User can use the button to download generated UIs and 
save them in a file on the computer. 
Due to the 8MB limit on all messages set by secondary repository, high volumes of codes are 
divided into smaller batches. However, all of the batches belonging to the same request will be 
downloaded as one ZIP file, by clicking just once on the button Download. 
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3.4.5.2 List of requests for aggregated level UIs 

According to definition given in Implementing regulation, Article 2, aggregated packaging means any 
packaging containing more than one unit packet of tobacco products. 
Article 10 of Implementing regulation describes marking by means of aggregated level UIs. Where 
economic operators choose to comply with the recording of aggregated packaging, they shall mark 
aggregated packages containing tobacco products with a unique identifier. 
 

  

Image 31: List of requests for aggregated level UIs 

3.4.5.2.1 Structure and format of aggregated level UIs 

The length of the unit level UI code is 31 characters including time stamp (without time stamp the 
length of unit level UI is 23 characters). 
Structure of aggregated level UIs corresponds to structure laid down in Article 11(1) of Implementing 
regulation and it is shown in the image below. 

 

Image 32: Structure of aggregated level UIs 
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In the first position is our ID Issuer Identifier according to ISO/IEC 15459-2:2015.5, which is 5 
characters long “QCALL” code. 
In the second position is serial number. It is made up of nine characters, including numbers, 
lowercase letters and capital letters. The algorithm for generating serial numbers guarantees 
uniqueness of each number and difficulty to predict it with the required probability. There are two 
separate sequences, one for unit level UI and one for aggregated level UI. 
Facility code is in the third position. It represents the identifier code of the facility in which the 
aggregation took place, as laid down in Article 11 (1c). 
Time stamp is in the last position and it is added by economic operator. 

3.4.5.2.2 Request for aggregated level UIs 

Request for aggregated level UIs is created by clicking the button Add on the screen “[GUI-15-00-
050] List of requests for aggregated level UIs“. User fills in all required fields on the screen „[GUI-15-
00-051] Request for aggregated level UIs“. 
Priority and format of the fields is set according to Implementing regulation, point 2.2 of Section 2 of 
Chapter II of Annex II. In application, required fields are marked with red asterisk and for this request 
they are: 

- Facility identifier code, 
- Requested quantity of aggregated level UIs. 

 

Image 33: Request for aggregated level UIs 

When all required fields are filled in, button Add is clicked to save the request for UIs. After request 
was saved, confirmation message about it is displayed on the screen. 
According to Article 13(5), within one working day, manufacturers and importers may cancel a 
request for aggregated level UIs by means of a recall message (more details in chapter 3.4.5.2.4 
Message recall). 
After this period and according to Article 13(3) within two working days from the receipt of the 
request the ID issuer shall in this specific order: generate the codes, transmit the codes via the 
router to the primary repository of the requesting manufacturer or importer and finally transmit the 
codes electronically to the requesting manufacturer or importer. 

3.4.5.2.3 Detail of request for aggregated level UIs 

The detail of request for the UIs at aggregated level is obtained by clicking the button Detail in the 
option column of the selected entity on the screen “[GUI-15-00-050] List of requests for aggregated 
level UIs”. The screen “[GUI-15-00-052] Detail of request for aggregated level UIs” displays detailed 
information about the request for the issuance of UIs at aggregated level.  
Based on the status of request, user can recall the request (within one working day of request 
submission, according to Article 13 of Implementing regulation), download generated UIs or create a 
copy of the request for unit level UIs. For each of these actions there is a corresponding button at the 
bottom of the detail screen. These actions are described in following chapters. 
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Image 34: Detail of request for aggregated level UIs 

3.4.5.2.4 Message recall 

Mesage recall is obtained by clicking the Recall button on the screen “[GUI-15-00-050] List of 
requests for aggregated level UIs” or on the screen „[GUI-15-00-052] Detail of request for 
aggregated level UIs“. On the screen „[GUI-15-00-044] Recall message“ that opens user can confirm 
the recall of message by clicking the button Recall. After message was recalled, confirmation 
message is displayed on the screen.  
 

 

Image 35: Recall message 

According to Article 13(5), a request for aggregated level UIs may be cancelled by means of a recall 
message within one working day. 

3.4.5.2.5 Copy of request for aggregated level UIs 

If a user needs to create identical/similar requests for aggregated level UIs repeatedly, copying 
previously created request might be quicker and easier way to do it. Copy of request is created by 
clicking the button Create copy on the screen „GUI-15-00-050] List of requests for aggregated level 
UIs” or on the screen „[GUI-15-00-052] Detail of request for aggregated level UIs“. The screen „[GUI-
15-00-051] Request for aggregated level UIs“ that opens already contains filled out request for 
aggregated level UIs based on copied request. User can change any of the values in the fields if 
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needed and click the button Add to save the request for UIs. After request was saved, confirmation 
message about copy creation is displayed on the screen. 
 

  

Image 36: Request for aggregated level UIs 

After the copy of request is created, subsequent processing is the same as for newly created 
requests. 

3.4.5.2.6 Download request for aggregated level UIs 

After request for the issuance of unique identifiers at aggregated level has been processed and UIs 
were generated, button “Download” next to that request on screen “[GUI-15-00-050] List of requests 
for aggregated level UIs” will appear. User can use the button to download generated UIs and save 
them in a file on the computer. 
Due to the 8MB limit on all messages set by secondary repository, high volumes of codes are 
divided into smaller batches. However, all of the batches belonging to the same request will be 
downloaded as one ZIP file, by clicking just once on the button Download. 
 

3.4.6 LOOKUP TABLE 

By selecting this option in the menu, screen “[GUI-15-00-250] Lookup table” is opened. On this 
screen, user can see a list or search for details about a specific product based on product code used 
in generation of unique identifiers, specific for that user. 
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Image 37: Lookup table 

To search for the specific product code, user can simply fill in the code in the field Code in the upper 
part of the screen and click the button Filter. 
To cancel the filter and return the whole list of product codes user should click the button Cancel 
filter. 

3.4.7 COUNTS OF UI 

Through the screen “[GUI-15-00-210] Counts of UI” user is able to search for statistical information 
about the generated UIs. For this purpose, various filtering conditions can be used. Displayed results 
can be customized even more by selecting which columns will be visible.  
Filtering can be doneper one or more categories: 

- Date from, 
- Date to, 
- Economic operator identifier code, 
- Facility identifier code, 
- Machine identifier code, 
- Type of tobacco product, 
- Brand of tobacco product, 
- Intended country of retail sale, 
- Indication if the product is imported into the EU. 

To apply selected filter(s), user should click the button Filter. 
User can also select the columns to be displayed for the filtered data in the table. Columns that can 
be added, to further group the filtered data are: 

- Monthly, 
- Quarterly, 
- Yearly, 
- Economic operator identifier code, 
- Economic operator's registered name, 
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- Facility identifier code, 
- Facility address, 
- Facility country, 
- Type of facility, 
- Machine identifier code, 
- Machine produce, 
- Machine model, 
- Machine serial number, 
- Brand of tobacco product, 
- Intended country of retail sale, 
- Indication if the product is imported into the EU. 

To add the selected columns to the preview screen click on the button Refresh. 

 

Image 38: Count of UI 

Generated statistics can be exported in Excel file for further processing using the Tools button and 
Export to Excel option. 

3.4.8 IMPORT A REGISTRATION REQUEST 

Through the screen “[GUI-15-00-090] Import a registration request” user is able to import excel file 
containing request for bulk registration of economic operators (registering first retail outlets), facilities 
and machines.  
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Image 39: Import a registration request 

It is necessary to first register economic operators to be able to add their facilities and subsequently 
their machines. 
To add facilities and machines of one economic operator it is necessary to be logged in the system 
as that EO. 
To import a registration request it is necessary to choose the type of import from the list in the drop-
down menu of the field “Import type”. 

▪ REO – for files containing requests for registration of economic operators 
▪ RFA – for files containing requests for registration of facilities 
▪ RMA – for files containing requests for registration of machines 

Process of import is the same for all three types of files. 

 

Image 40: Choose import type 

After that, user will browse the computer for file that should be imported by clicking the button “Load 
file” that will open Windows explorer window. 
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Image 41: Load file 

 

Image 42: Browse for file to be imported 

When file is selected, button “Change” can be used if user wants to change the file with another. If 
user wants to remove the selection of current file, button “Remove” can be used. In this case, button 
“Load” will once again be displayed. 
When file was selected and user wants to import it to the system for processing, button “Import” 
should be clicked. After confirming the upload in dialog window, file is loaded and displayed in the 
list of records on the screen, its status is set to “New” and processing starts. 
After file is processed, it changes the status to  

▪ “Processed” if data in file is correct and processed successfully or  
▪ “Error” if the file contained invalid data and processing was not successful.  

To check results of processing, there is a button “Download the result file” next to individual file 
records. For successfully processed files there will be details about processing of requests.  
For files that were not processed successfully, errors found in the file will be listed. Please not that if 
file was not processed correctly, the whole file is rejected and none of the registration requests is 
imported in the system. It will be necessary to correct the file and upload it again. 
 

 

Image 43: Errors in file 

3.4.8.1 Preparation of REO registration request 

Data for registration corresponds to the data filled through GUI, as given in Point 1.1 of Chapter II, 
Section 1 of Commision Implementing Regulation 2018/574:  

Field Comments Priority Values 

Message_Type Identification of message type M REO 
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EO_Name1 
Economic operator's registered 
name 

M   

EO_Name2 
Economic operator's alternative or 
abridged name 

O   

EO_Address 
Economic operator's address – 
street name, house number, postal 
code, city 

M   

EO_CountryReg 
Economic operator's country of 
registration 

M   

EO_Email 

Economic operator's email address 
used to inform about registration 
process, including subsequent 
changes and other required 
correspondence 

M   

VAT_R 
Indication of the VAT registration 
status 

M 

0 – No VAT 
registration 

1 – VAT 
number 
exists 

VAT_N Economic operator's VAT number M, if VAT_R = 1   

TAX_N 
Economic operator's tax registration 
number 

M, if VAT_R = 0   

EO_ExciseNumber1 

Indication if the economic operator 
has an excise number issued by the 
competent authority for the purpose 
of identification of persons/premises 

M 

0 – No SEED 
number 

1 – SEED 
number 
exists 

EO_ExciseNumber2 

Economic operator's excise number 
issued by the competent authority 
for the purpose of identification of 
persons/premises 

M, if 
EO_ExciseNumber1 

= 1 
  

OtherEOID_R 
Indication if the economic operator 
has been allocated an identifier by 
another ID Issuer 

M 
0 – No 

1 – Yes 

OtherEOID_N 
Economic operator identifier codes 
allocated by other ID Issuers 

M, if OtherEOID_R 
= 1 

  

Reg_3RD 

Indication if the registration is made 
on behalf of a retail outlet operator 
not involved otherwise in the 
tobacco trade 

M 

0 – No 

1 – Yes 

Reg_EOID 

Identifier of the economic operator 
that acts on behalf of a retail outlet 
operator not involved otherwise in 
the tobacco trade 

M, if Reg_3RD = 1   
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Image 44: Bulk registration of first retail outlets by import from Excel file 

3.4.8.2 Preparation of RFA registration request 

Data for registration corresponds to the data filled through GUI, as given in Point 1.4 of Chapter II, 
Section 1 of Commision Implementing Regulation 2018/574:  
  

Field Comments Priority Values 

Message_Type Identification of message type M RFA 

EO_ID Economic operator identifier code M   

EO_CODE 
Economic operator's confirmation code provided in 

response to the registration of economic operator 
M   

F_Address 
Facility's address – street name, house number, 

postal code and city 
M   

F_Country Facility's country M   

F_Type Type of facility M 

1 – manufacturing 

site with warehouse 

2 – standalone 

warehouse 

3 – retail outlet 

4 – other 

F_Type_Other Description of other facility M, if F_Type = 4   

F_Status 
Indication if a part of the facility has a tax (excise) 

warehouse status 
M 

0 – No 

1 – Yes 

F_ExciseNumber1 

Indication if the facility has an excise number issued 

by the competent authority for the purpose of 

identification of persons/premises 

M 

0 – No SEED 

number 

1 – SEED number 

exists 

F_ExciseNumber2 

Facility's excise number issued by the competent 

authority for the purpose of identification of 

persons/premises 

M, if 

F_ExciseNumber1 

= 1 
  

OtherFID_R M 0 – No 
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Indication if the facility has been allocated an 

identifier by another ID Issuer 

1 – Yes (possible 

only for non-EU 

facilities) 

OtherFID_N Facility identifier codes allocated by other ID Issuers 
M, if OtherFID_R 

= 1   

Reg_3RD 

Indication if the registration is made on behalf of a 

retail outlet operator not involved otherwise in the 

tobacco trade 

M 

0 – No 

1 – Yes (possible 

only if F_Type = 3) 

Reg_EOID 

Identifier of the economic operator that acts on 

behalf of the retail outlet operator not involved 

otherwise in the tobacco trade 

M, if Reg_3RD 

= 1   

 

 

Image 45: Bulk registration of facilities by import from Excel file 

3.4.8.3 Preparation of RMA registration request 

Data for registration corresponds to the data filled through GUI, as given in Point 1.7 of Chapter II, 
Section 1 of Commision Implementing Regulation 2018/574:  
  

Field Comments Priority Values 

Message_Type Identification of message type M RMA 

EO_ID Economic operator identifier code M   

EO_CODE 
Economic operator's confirmation code provided in response to the registration 

of economic operator 
M   

F_ID Facility identifier code M   

M_Producer Machine's producer M   

M_Model Machine's model M   

M_Number Machine's serial number M   
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M_Capacity Maximum capacity over 24-hour production cycle expressed in unit packets M   

 

 

Image 46: Bulk registration of machines by import from Excel file 

3.4.9 LIST OF USERS 

“[GUI-15-00-100]  List of users” screen shows the list of users registered in the application. 
 
 

 

Image 47: List of users 

Filtering can be done per one or both available categories: 

- Organization type, 
- Status. 

To apply selected filter(s), user should click the button Filter. 
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Filtered list can be exported in Excel file for further processing using the Tools button and Export to 
Excel option.Registration of new user using the button Add user from this screen is described in the 
following chapter. 

3.4.9.1 Registration of user 

Registration of new user is executed by clicking the button Add user on the screen List of users. 
User has to fill in all the required data by creating a user and adding authorization for the user to 
access specific economic operator. 
 

 

Image 48: Registration of user 

In the upper part of the screen “[GUI-15-00-101] Registration of user” user is created. Required fields 
are marked with red asterisk and they are: 

- Name, 
- Surname, 
- Status, 
- Email. 

In the middle part of the screen authorizations in application for the new user are added. 

 

Image 49: Add authorization to user 

Field Economic operator is used to select under which EO will the new user have authorization to 
log in the application if there is more than one EO registered for these users. After selecting the EO 
and clicking the button Add authorization to economic operator, groups of user access roles will 
be added. Some group roles are added by default but they can be removed by clicking the x sign 
next to the group’s name. Other groups can be added by clicking the field Permissions and when 
the drop down list is displayed, groups can be added by simply clicking on them. 

 

Image 50: Add roles to user 
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In the lowest part of the screen login credentials are created, so user has to fill in the required field: 

- Login, 
- Password, 
- Confirm password. 

The password in the “Password” field must be at least 8 characters long. It must containing at least 
one small letter, one capital letter and one number.  
Contents of “Confirm password” field must be identical to the “Password” field. 
When all required fields are filled out, button Add is clicked. Registration is executed and user is 
returned to the screen “[GUI-15-00-100] List of users” where new user can be seen in the displayed 
list of users. 

3.4.9.2 User detail 

User detail screen is opened by clicking the Detail button in the option column of the selected entity. 
The screen displays detailed information about the user.  
From this screen, according to the status of the user, it can be deactivated, activated, password can 
be change or user data can be modified by using the corresponding button at the bottom of the 
screen. 
 
 
 
 

 

Image 51: User detail 

3.4.9.3 Modify user 

Modification of user is executed by clicking the button Change on the screen “[GUI-15-00-102] User 
detail”. Fields available for modification on the screen “[GUI-15-00-103] Modify user” are: 

- Title, 
- Email. 

In addition to modification of user it is possible to modify permissions for access to different EOs: 

- Remove existing groups by clicking the x sign next to the group’s name, 
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- Add new groups from the drop down list displayed by clicking on the permissions field, 
- Remove entire permission to economic operator by clicking the button Remove 

authorization to economic operator. 

Removing economic operator admin rights or the entire permission to economic operator 
(authorization to economic operator) is possible only if there is another user with administrator rights 
for that economic operator. It is not possible to have economic operator that does not have at least 
one user with administrator access rights. 

 

Image 52: Change user password 

Modifications are applied after clicking the button Change, confirmation message about record 
change is displayed. 

3.4.9.4 Change user password 

Changing the password of the user is executed by clicking the button Change Password on the 
screen “[GUI-15-00-102] User detail” or or by selecting option Change password by clicking the 
username in the upper right corner of the screen. Only fields active on the screen “[GUI-15-00-104] 
Change user password” are: 

- Password, 
- Confirm password. 
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Image 53: Change user password 

After the fields are filled button Change is clicked. If the values for new password entered in both 
fields match and it fulfils all security criteria, password change is executed. 

3.4.10 LOGOUT 

The user can log out by clicking on Logout in the menu or by selecting Logout by clicking the 
username in the upper right corner of the screen. 
 
 
 


